
1st March                                                     1st March                                                     

Find a

Simplify Simplify

Arrange in order

Solve 5x + 1 = 16

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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2nd March                                                     2nd March                                                     

A TV was bought for £132. It was 
sold at a profit of 25%.

What was the selling price?

Find the value of 

(345 x 8) + (345 x 2) 

If x = 4 and y = 3

Find the value of

x² + 2y + 5

A car travels 120 miles in 3 hours
Calculate itʼs average speed.

Write 100 as a product of primes

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
3rd March                                                     

62 people took part in a talent show
43 of the people were women.
10 people made it through to the 
final and the rest were eliminated.
3 men made it through to the final.
Complete the frequency tree

Miss Jones gives her class a test.
The test is out of 40 marks.

Here are their scores.
31 29 20 35 32

38 32

The pass mark is 75%

How many students pass?

Which size of can gives the better value 
for money?

Find the volume of the prism.

�

�

Write an expression for the distance 
from Antrim to Lisburn

�

�

Cooking oil is sold in two sizes of cans.

© Corbettmaths 2015 www.corbettmaths.com
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4th March                                                     4th March                                                     

Simplify

a + a + a

Simplify

4a + 2a

Work out 452 x £5.30

Write these numbers in order of size.
Start with the smallest number.

Bath Rugby played 30 games in a 
season

A win is worth 5 points
A draw is worth 2 points
A loss is worth 0 points.

Work out how many points Bath Rugby 
scored over the season.

Bath Rugby played 30 games in a 
season

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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5th March                                                     5th March                                                     

Calculate the cube of 6 Calculate  

Beth has one drink and one snack.

Write down all the possible combinations.

A football team wins ⅜ of their matches 
in a season
The same team loses ⅓ of their 
matches.

Show that the team win more matches 
than they lose.

James has received two job offers.
A job in Milan which pays €55,000 a year. 
A job in Boston which pays $64,000 a 
year.

The exchange rates were £1 = $1.42    
and   £1 = €1.25.

Which job offer has the highest salary?

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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6th March                                                     6th March                                                     

A new chair is priced at £130.

In a sale it is reduced by 20%.

Calculate the sale price.

A bag contains the letters A, B and 
C.

A second bag contains the numbers 
1, 2, 3 and 4.

A letter and number is drawn.

List all possible outcomes

What is the probability of selecting 
A2?

In a bag there are 80 beads.
There are 35 yellow beads.
There are 17 red beads.
The rest of the beads are white.

Work out what fraction of the beads are 
white.
Give your answer in its simplest form.

Shown is a parallelogram.

Work out the sizes of angles x and y.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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7th March                                                     7th March                                                     

A boy starts school at 9am. He 
finishes at 3.25pm. There is a 15 
minute break and a 50 minute 
lunch.

There are 8 lessons in the day, 
each the same length.

How long is each lesson?

A car salesman records information 
about the cars he is selling.

Here is a list of words.

Qualitative! Continuous!   Discrete

The number of doors 

is .................................... data.

Find x

What is the bearing of Castletown from Leek?

What is the distance of Bilton from Donhampton?

What is the bearing of Castletown from Leek?

What is the distance of Bilton from Donhampton?

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Numeracy
8th March                                                     

There are three colours on a 
spinner.

Find the missing probability

Connor bought a computer.

He paid a deposit of £120 and 
made 30 monthly payments of £12.

How much was the total cost?

Here is a list of words.

Qualitative Continuous   Discrete

The length of each car 

is .................................... data

Complete the frequency tree

�

A car salesman records information 
about the cars he is selling.

�

�

�

What is the range of the temperatures?
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9th March                                                     9th March                                                     

In June 2011, the population of a 
country was 23 million.
By June 2012, the population had 
increased by 4%

Work out the population in June 
2012.

The ratio of boys to girls in a school is 2:3.

What fraction of the school are girls?

How much of each ingredient is needed 
for 6 people?

Butter: ................................g

Caster Sugar: ................................g

Plain Flour: ................................g

Cornflour: ................................g

Write 250 as a product of primes

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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10th March                                                     10th March                                                     

Write 14% as a decimal Write 24% as a fraction

Name the part of the circle shown Name the part of the circle shown

The total pay in pounds for a salesman is:

Total pay = Basic wage + tickets sold x 3

a) How much does the salesman get for 
each ticket sold?

b) If the basic wage is £120 and he sells 
35 tickets, what is the total pay?

600 fans were asked which team they 
support.

How many support England?

I = PRT

Find the value of I when P = 20,     
R = 8 and T = 0.5

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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11th March                                                     11th March                                                     

Work out 17% of 3000

Expand 5(x + 6) Expand 3(2y − 5)

This sequence increases by the 
same number each time

10   __    __   34  __

Work out the three missing 
numbers.

Work out the median

An oil drum has height 50cm and 
radius 10cm. Calculate the volume of 
the oil drum.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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12th March                                                     12th March                                                     

Work out the area of this triangle

Given 26 x 142 = 3692

What is 260 x 142?

What is 26 x 1.42?

Calculate 10³ Calculate 20³

A bus holds 32 passengers.

150 people want to go on a bus trip.

How many buses are needed?

How many empty seats will there 
be?

The volume of the cuboid is 2700cm³.
Find y.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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13th March                                                     13th March                                                     

Find x

9.3 x 100 53 ÷ 100

Martin needs 400g of sugar to make 
8 cupcakes.

How much sugar does he need for 
10 cupcakes?

Find the nth term

24  30   36   42  ...  ...

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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14th March                                                     14th March                                                     

Simplify

s + s + s + s

Simplify

s x s x s x s

List all the factors of 12

List all the factors of 42

What is the highest common factor 
of 12 and 42?

Alex and Thomas share 30 sweets.
They divide them in the ratio 3:2.

How many sweets does Thomas have? 

Four numbers have a mean of 10.

The first three numbers are 9, 8 and 
13.

What is the fourth number?

A circle has radius 8cm.
Calculate the area of the circle.

Calculate the circumference of the circle.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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15th March                                                     15th March                                                     

Calculate the output Calculate the output

Calculate the input

There is a value for the input so that the 
input and output have the same value.
Find this input.

Find the bearing of Ballyclare from 
Antrim

Find the bearing of Antrim from 
Ballyclare.

Write 20 as a product of primes

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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16th March                                                     16th March                                                     

The first four terms in a sequence 
are

2    5    8    11

If the 19th term in the sequence is 
56. What is the 23rd?

Rotate trapezium A 90° anti-clockwise about the origin.Rotate trapezium A 90° anti-clockwise about the origin.

Calculate the mean number of cats 
owned per child.

Calculate the area of the garden that is 
grass.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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17th March                                                     17th March                                                     

Shown is a fair spinner

Mark the scale with the probability of 
landing on yellow.

Reflect the green triangle in 
the x-axis

Reflect the green triangle in 
the line x = 1

There are 8 bags of sweets.

5 bags each have 18 sweets.
The other 3 bags have an equal number 
of sweets.

Altogether there are 150 sweets

How many sweets are there in the other 3 
bags?

What type of correlation is shown?

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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18th March                                                     18th March                                                     

Write 27% as a decimal Write 32% as a fraction

8   12   8   7   8   11

Find the mode

Find the median

Find the range

Use the graph to convert £8 into Yuan.

Use the graph to convert 45 Yuan into 
Pounds (£).

Make v the subject

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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19th March                                                     19th March                                                     

Mark on the probability scale, the following probabilities.
(i) A baby being a girl. Use the letter G.
(ii)Rolling a normal 6 sided dice and getting a 7. Use the letter D

Mark on the probability scale, the following probabilities.
(i) A baby being a girl. Use the letter G.
(ii)Rolling a normal 6 sided dice and getting a 7. Use the letter D

       

Calculate the perimeter

On which day did the charity shop sell 
the least books?

How many books were sold on 
Tuesday?

How many books were sold in total? Work out the mean number of books sold 
per day.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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20th March                                                     20th March                                                     

If each cube is 1cm³, what is the 
volume of this shape?

List the first 5 cube numbers

Which is the better value for money?

Colin gains 13 out of 20 in a class test.

Work out his mark as a percentage

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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21st March                                                     21st March                                                     

Find the area

Express 50p as a fraction of £4

Give your answer in its simplest form.

Complete the table of values for 
y = 4x + 1

Draw the graph of y = 4x + 1.

Snacks can be bought in

a pack of 8 biscuits for £1.92
a pack of 10 biscuits for £2.55

Which of these two packs is better value 
for money?

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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22nd March                                                     22nd March                                                     

In a school of 300 children. 
120 are boys. 

What fraction are girls?

Simplify your answer

Simplify     9w - 2w Simplify     8h + 5k + 4h - 3k

How much of each ingredient will he 
need for 24 people?

Butter: ................................g

Caster Sugar: ................................g

Plain Flour: ................................g

Cornflour: ................................g

Shown above are five numbers.
The mean of the numbers is 9.

Find the missing number

Find the volume of the cylinder.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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23rd March                                                     23rd March                                                     

In a bag there are 80 beads.
There are 35 yellow beads.
There are 17 red beads.
The rest of the beads are white.

Work out what fraction of the beads are 
white.

Give your answer in its simplest form.

What type of correlation is shown?

There are 120 students in year 11.

58 of the students are female
33 of the male students studied French
20 of the female students did not study 
French

Complete the frequency tree

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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24th March                                                     24th March                                                     

Calculate -7 x 2 Calculate -3 x -4

A number is multiplied by 10, and 
then 4 is added to get 35.

What was the number?

A plane travels at an average speed of 
460km/h.
The plane travels for 4 hours.

Calculate how far the plane travels.

Calculate the area

The ratio of boys to girls in a school is 5:6

There are 240 boys in the school.

How many students attend the school?

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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25th March                                                     25th March                                                     

If 2nd March is a Monday

What day of the week will be 1st 
April?

What will be the date of the first 
Saturday in April?

Draw Pattern 4

How many sticks will there be in Pattern 10?

600 fans were asked which team they 
support.

How many support France?

Complete the table of values for 
y = 3x + 2

Draw the graph of y = 3x + 2

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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26th March                                                     26th March                                                     

Write as a top heavy fraction Write as a mixed number

Convert 9 centimetres into 
millimetres

Convert 2 kilometres into 
centimetres

A machine takes 45 seconds to fill 
and seal a bottle of water. How 
many bottles can it fill and seal in 
10 minutes?

Write down the coordinates of A.

ABCD is a parallelogram.
Complete the parallelogram and write 
down the coordinates of B.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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27th March                                                     27th March                                                     

A piece of wire 68cm long is cut into 
eight equal pieces. What is the 
length of each piece?

A doctor has to see 51 patients. He 
can see 6 patients per hour, how 
many hours will it take him?

Choose a prime number between 
50 and 100. Divide it by seven.

What is the remainder?

Shown is a equilateral triangle.

Find an expression for the perimeter of 
the triangle.

1200 fans were asked which team they 
support.

How many support Scotland?

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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28th March                                                     28th March                                                     

Solve 3w = 24 Solve 4w + 6 = 38

Apples cost £2.00 per kg
Oranges cost 28p each
Tomatoes cost £2.50 per kg

Dara buys:
0.5 kg of apples
2 oranges
2 kg of tomatoes

Work out the total cost

p = 4
a = 5

Work out the value of 3a + 4p

Tom and Bob are playing a game. Each 
boy has 3 attempts.
Their scores are:

Tom: 35, 45, 10
Bob: 50, 19, 30

Which boy has the highest mean score?

Arrange in order of size.
Start with the largest.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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29th March                                                     29th March                                                     

Simplify

w x w x w

Simplify

w + w + w

A machine puts sweets into bags. 
Each bag holds 15 sweets. How 
many bags can be filled with 381 
sweets?

Estimate the value of

A card is chosen at random.

Write down the probability of that the 
number on the card is less than 4.

C = 2a + 10

Work out C if a = 6

C = 2a + 10

Work out a if C = 32

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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30th March                                                     30th March                                                     

Simplify a + a + a + a + a Simplify 6a + 3a - a

Calculate 

4 x 1.3

Calculate

2.4 x 1.2

In 2014, Bristol Unitedʼs average 
attendance was 2000
The following season, the average 
attendance increased by ⅖.
Work out the average attendance in 
2015.
"

A cube has side length 10cm.

What is the volume?

What is the surface area?

Scott has a rope 8 metres long.
He says, “I need 9 pieces each 0.89 
metres long.”

Will Scott have enough ribbon?
Explain your answer.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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31st March                                                     31st March                                                     

Solve 3x = 24 Expand 5(x + 4)

Decrease 5400 by 12%

The angle y is drawn accurately.
Find the size of the reflex angle y.

In the grid, each row adds up to the 
number to the right.

Find the values of w, x, y and z.

Find the volume of the triangular prism.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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